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This invention relates to electron discharge devices of 
the image converter type and more particularly to the 
object or pickup Window of an X-ray image converter 
envelope. 

Conventional image converters are contained in an 
evacuated envelope, the body of which is substantially 
cylindrical in shape. One end section of the cylinder is 
vclosed and contains provisions for ophthalmic viewing of 
an image. The opposite end of the cylindrically shaped 
envelope is closed and customarily includes a spherically 
shaped object or pickup window area of a material trans 
parent to a particular incident radiation, such as X-rays. 

Within the radiationtransparent window area and in 
close proximity to it, or some instances actually applied 
on the inner surface of the window area, is a multiple 
layer pickup screen including a photoemissive cathode. 
'I'he opposite end of the evacuated enclosure generally 
contains a fluorescent viewing screen and interposed be 
tween the photoemissive cathode and the iluorescent view 
ing screen is _an electron optical system for the purpose 
of focusing and accelerating an electron image projected 
from the photoemissive cathode in response to the ex 
citation of incident radiation from a source or object 
image. It has been noted that the pickup window must 
be transparent to the incident radiationand in the 'case 
of X-ray image converters the window is generally com 
posed of glass. Materials such as aluminum or beryllium 
may also be used but ditñculties of procurement as well 
as application usually limit their use. 

It is 4essential for the proper operation of an image 
converter that the sensitivity of the device be as high as 
possible and that the brightness distribution in the image 
be as true a reproduction of the X-ray attenuation in the 
object under observation as it is possible to obtain. Ex 
isting image converter devices using an X-ray transparent 
pickup window of uniform thickness throughout suffer 
from a deficiency in both of the above elements due 
principally to the variation in transparency of the uni 
formly radiation-transparent window. Because of 
the divergent character of X-rays, it can beV seen that the 
X-ray path length through a uniformly thick pickup 
window, measured at the axis, is substantially less than 
the X-ray path length through the glass measured at any 
point which is off the axis and the diiference in path 
length increases with the distance from the axis. This 
change in path length becomes increasingly pronounced 
when ̀the pickup window is hemispherical in shape which 
is the common practice in image converters of the X-ray 
type. . . 

The transparent window introduces a loss or attenua 
tion to the incident radiation that may be assumed to 
be constant per unit length in the material and, con 
sequently, with a divergent beam the loss experienced 
is a maximum at the periphery of the window. The loss 
in X-ray transmission in the peripheral area of a uni 
formly thick pickup window in response to a divergent 
X-ray beam is manifest in an unwanted reduction in 
brightness in the peripheral area of the reproduced image. 
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It is, therefore, a principal object of this invention to 

provide a new and improved image converter envelope 
in which one or more of the aforementioned difficulties 
encountered with prior art devices are either~ alleviated 
or substantially eliminated. y 

It is another object of the kinvention to provide an 
image converter envelope structure having a pickup win', 
dow in which X-ray transparency is substantially im 
proved. . 

Itis still Ia further objectl of the invention to provide 
an image converter envelope having a structure which 

Y permits large image areas to be viewed without suffering 
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a deterioration in sensitivity or undesirable contrast dif 
ferences. ~ , 

An image converter envelope, constructed in accord 
ance with the present invention, comprises a substantially 
cylindrical section defining a transmission path for an 
electron image. One end of the cylindrical section is 
enclosed and contains provisions for viewing an image. 
The opposite end of the cylindrical section is likewise 
closed and includes a window area of a radiation-trans 
parent material having a thickness which varies inversely 
with the distance measured radially from the axis of the 
cylindrical section and thereby provides a constant trans 
mission path length for incident rays issuing from an 
external source along the axis of the cylindrically shaped 
section. ` ' 

The features of the present invention which are believed 
to be novel are set forth with, particularity in the ap- . 
pended claims. The invention'together'with further ob 
jects and advantages thereof may best be understood, 
however, with reference to the following description 
taken in connection with the Iaccompanying drawings‘in 
the figures of which like reference numerals identify like 
elements, and in which: » Y 

Figure l is a cross-sectional view of an X-ray image 
converter embodying the invention. 

Figure 2 is a schematic view showing the device of 
Figure 1 partially cut away, together with an external 
object and’X-ray source. A ` ì _ Y i ' 

The image converter shownin the drawings comprises 
`van evacuated envelope having a cylindrically shaped cen 
tral section,_fa s'hóuldervportion atf one end of the cylindri 
cal portion yextending’radially inwardly toward the axis 
thereof and including provisions for viewing an image, 
and a'closure portion at lthe opposite end of the cylindri 
cal section including an X-ray transparent window por 
tion. `Morefspeciiically, there is an envelope section 10 
which, for most of its length, is substantially a cylinder 
vand this section of the envelope is closed at one end by 
a re-entrant press 11._ The aforementioned v¿shoulder 

' lportion of the envelope is that Ywhich interconnects the 
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cylindrical section with the re-entr’ant press. The =re 
mainder of. the glass envelope comprises a substantially 
spherical glass section 12 having a diameter approxi~ 
mately lequal to that of the cylindrical portion of envelope 
section 10. The sections 10 and 12 are pre-sealed around 
their perimeters to respective metal iianges 13a` and 13b 
which, in turn,` are> sealed together by Heliarc welding or 

been separately processed. ; t 

Suitably mounted' within envelope section 12 is an 
electron source in the form of a large diameter multi 
layer pickup screen'14 which approximates a sector of a 

the ̀ like after the two envelope sections 10 and 12 have 

vsphere oriented so-that its concave surface faces toward 
the re-entrant end of envelope section '10.’ ^ The pickup 
screen, for the specific embodiment under consideration, 
is ‘sensitive to impinging X-rays and to that end includes 
an X-ray sensitive phosphor layer such as silver activated 
zinc sulñdeor the like, yembedded in a suitable silicon 
resin 14b and applied to a spherically shaped aluminum 
.support member 14a. superimposed on the phosphor 
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layer is the usual barrier layer ‘14e which may be of Y 
aluminum oxide or the like,V and on the surface of which 
is applied a photoemissive cathode layer 14d. Photo 
emissive cathode Y14a! may be of conventionalt antimony 
cesium composition. f , ' L » '  . 

A small 'diameter fluorescent screenis positioned V'within 
the; envelope within the area encompassed by the'shoulder 
portion thereof and facing the pickupk screen. More 
speciñcally, re-entrant section 11 is closed by a flat glass 
plate 15,~ having transverse dirmensionsY small with respect 
.to those of the cathode and. bearing Aon its inner face a 
suitable ñuorescent coating'to constitute a viewing screen 
15a. Silver activated zinc-cadmium suliide or the like 
is the‘tiuorescent material generally employed andY the 
screen is preferably aluminizedor Votherwise »provided 
with arnetallic backing layerj 15b._ Í . ' ~ 
A focusing and accelerating electrode system is. inter 

C31 

posed intermediate the photoemissive cathode and viewing v 
screenV and it comprises a¿ conductive focus. electrode 19 
adjacent the inner'surface of the envelope and an anode 
16 encompassing viewing screen 15a. The_focus electrode 

' spans'substantially'the entire cylindrical portion of the 

20 

envelope and may conveniently take the form of a con- - > 
ductive wall coating having one end terminated at and 
electrically'connectedrto metal ViiangesV 13a and 13b. 
The anode 16 is a metallic electrode structure which is 
«partially cylindrical and partially conicalV in shape -termi 
n_atcd atrits large end with Va skirt portion Which may 
b_e accommodated by mounting over Vthe Ive-entrant, or 
returned portion of envelope section-11. ‘ - 

The opposite end Vof theeanode terminates in a sub 
stantially 'spherical' shaped cap11’7- having an- axial and 
circular aperture 18 which -provides access for electrons 
originating at the photoemissive cathode, admitting such 
electrons ' for impingementV against viewing screen 15. 
Likefscreen 15, the anode also has small> transverse 
-dimensions relative _to those of the cathode.Y This, it will 

ing screen having a much smaller diameter than the photo' 
cathode in order to obtain a'marked intensiiìcation of the 
visible image. The convex face of anode cap 1_7-faces the 
concave surface of; pickup screen'14. The‘anode encloses 
viewing screen 15 and-isY electrically connected thereto so 

' that the screen is maintained at the same _electrical poten 
tial as theranode. lThe ‘structural details. of the vimage 
converter'as thus far described may be entirely conven 
tional and will, be familiar to those skilled in the art'.,_ 

In the operation of the. described de'vice,‘m`ultiple layer 
pickupscreen Y14 is operated> at or nearV ground potential 
Vthrough a lead extending through envelope section 12 as 
indicated'at 24. The anode structure connects through Y 
a'lead 25 to a high voltage Ysource (not shown). which 
establishes an anode potentialy of between 25 “and :35' 
kilovolts. Focusing potential is applied to electrode`19 
by connection through iiangesV 13a, V_13brand the'focus 
potential is usually in the order of`several hundred volts.> 
VHaving established the Voperatingl potentials,` an X-ray 

Vimage’rnay be admitted through X-.ray transparent .window 
vsection 12 of the envelope to impinge upon pickup screen 
V14 and excite phosphor layer 14a, as ` hereinbefore 
described. ' ' ' Y ' Y ' , ' i f 

As- shown VinFigurerZ, the VX-r'ays impinging on >trans 
parent pickup window 12 are divergent rays from a point 
source X external ofthe imagef'converter and Vin general 
lying alongvaxisa-a of the'tube envelope.' Interposed 
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. _ be recognized, is usual practice, employing a circular view- Y 
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. da=d cos are tan 
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»between thel X-ray source and X-ray transparent window . 
12V is- object 30 through which theV diverging' X-rays 
pass,` causing an X-ray image to'pass through transparent 
window 12 and impinge upon pickup screen 1‘4'.V Acon 

' version is'here; accomplished in that'the 4X=r`ay image, by 
~ exciting pickup screen 14, causes a corresponding electron 
image to be developed. ' Thisimage, in turn, ist accelerated 
along the'electron pathY of the tube Vtoimpin'ge upon 
screen 15 where a further~` imageY conversionrtakes place,V 
12m. i. _.Cíuge'alvisible imagejon this screen in the. usual lway. 

. Wness is minimized. v 
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In prior art devices transparent window 12 is of uniform 

thickness throughout and the effective length of the X-ray 
path through the window increases with increasing radial 
spacing which results in an undesirable reduction in X-ray 
transparency which is most pronounced at the peripheral 
area of the window. The reduction in X-ray transparency 
with the distance from Ythe axíseof the image converter 
results in a corresponding reduction in X-ray intensity 
on pickup screen 14 and produces an undesirable bright 
ness variation in thek image reproduced-_ on» ñuorescent 
screen 15a. in particular, the brightness. of this image 
falls away or decreases in a manner which is essentially 
the same as the change in effect-ive X-ray transparency of 
the transparent window due to the eífective increase'in 
X-ray path length with radial distance from the tube axis. 
it can be shown that for a hemispherically shaped pickup 
Window with a radius of 8 inches and an actual uniform 
window thickness of .080V inch and with a point X-ray 
source at an axial distance of 24 inchesY outside the- win 
dow, the edective thickness of the window increases 
rapidly to a degree Where it may suíïer in excess of 20 
percent loss of X-ray transmission value within a radial 
spacing of 5 inches from the axis of the system.l It can 
likewise> be shown that similar transmissionV losses occur 
across the area of a dat window as occur in the case of 
a hemispher-ical window; ' ' 

The improvementsrcontributed by the present inven 
tionceuter particularly about a preferred form of window 
12 which‘overcomes many deficiencies of prior art struc 
tures and> imparts to the device under consideration-very 
desirable-properties. In accordancewith the invention, 
the thickness of Vwindow 12 varies inversely Vwith distance 
measured radially from axis a-a of cylindrical portion 
1t). in order toV provide a constant. transmission path 
length Vfor any incident rays issuing from an external 
source X disposed along axis a--a. The thickness of 
the window varies such that the divergent X-raysV originat 
ing from source X see equal glass thickness across the 
entire effective window diameter. Thus the physical 
thickness of the window decreases with increasing dis 
tance from the axis of the window. The preferred 
window coniiguration can beexpressed by the following 
geometric function: - . ' 

Vda=actualV window V‘thickness ' . 
d=window thickness at-the axis of the tube 
R=radius of curvature of outer surface of Window 
r=radial spacing of the point of incidence for X-rays 
from the axis of system - ‘ s . 

L=distance from the X-ray source to outer window sur 
face along axis. Y ' ï 

A Vpickup window constructed in the manner of this 
invention satisfies the foregoing equation and provides an 
approximately constant transmission value for all incident 
X-rays. Thus, the brightness distortion experienced with 
prior structures, featuring a wiudowof uniform thick 

While a particular embodiment of the invention has 
been shown and described, it is apparent that various 
.changes and modifications maybe made, and it is there 
fore intended in the following claims to cover all such 
`modifications’and changes as may fall within vthe trueV 
yspirit andi scope of this invention.` ' 
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I claim: 
1. An envelope for an image converter comprising: 

a substantially cylindrical section defining a transmission 
path for an electron image; an end section añixed to and 
closing one end of said cylindrical section and having 
provisions for viewing an image; another end section 
añîxed to and closing the opposite end of said cylindrical 
section including a window portion of a material which 
is transparent to invisible radiations, which has the con 
figuration of a sector of a sphere, and which has a thick 
ness varying inversely with distance measured radially 
from the axis of said cylinder to provide a constant trans 
mission path length for'incident rays issuing from an 
external source disposed on said axis. 

2. An envelope for an image converter comprising: 
a substantially cylindrical section delining a transmission 
path for an electron image; an end section añixed to and 
enclosing one end of said cylindrical section and having 
provisions for Viewing an image; another end section 
añixed to and closing the opposite end of said cylindrical 
section including a window portion of a material opaque 
to visible radiation but transparent to invisible radiations, 
which has the configuration of a sector of a sphere, and 
which has a thickness varying inversely with distance 
measured radially from the axis of said cylinder to pro 
vide a constant transmission path length for incident rays 
issuing from an external source disposed on said axis. 

3. An envelope for an image converter comprising: 
a substantially cylindrical section defining a transmis 
sion path for an electron image; an end section atiixed 
to and closing one end of said cylindrical section and 
having provisions for viewing an image; another end sec 
tion aiïixed to and closing the opposite end of said 
cylindrical section including a window portion of glass 
which is transparent to X-rays, which has the configura 
tion of a sector of a sphere, and which has a thickness 
varying inversely with distance measured radially from 
the axis of said cylinder to provide a constant transmis 
sion path length for incident rays issuing from an external 
source disposed on said axis. 
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`4. An envelope for an image converter comprising: 

a substantially cylindrical section defining a transmission 
path for an electron image; an end section aiïixed to 
and closing one end of said cylindrical section and having 
provisions for viewing an image; another end section 
atîixed to and closing the opposite end of said cylindrical 
section including a window portion of a material which 
is transparent to invisible radiations and which has a thick 
ness varying in accordance with the following function: 

any@ X 

da=d cos arc tan 

where 

dg=actual window thickness , 
d=window thickness at the axis of the tube 
R=radius of curvature of outer surface of window 
r=radial spacing of the point of incidence for X-rays 
from the axis of system 

L=distance from the X-ray source to outer window sur 
face along axis. 
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